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Q.  What is your name and what is your business address? 1 

A. John S. Riley, PO Box 2230, Jefferson City, Missouri 65102. 2 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 3 

A. I am employed by the Missouri Office of the Public Counsel (“OPC”) as a Senior Utility 4 

Regulatory Auditor. 5 

Q. What is your educational background? 6 

A. I earned a B.S. in Business Administration with a major in Accounting from Missouri State 7 

University.   8 

Q. What is your professional work experience? 9 

A. I was employed by the OPC from 1987 to 1990 as a Public Utility Accountant. In this capacity 10 

I participated in rate cases and other regulatory proceedings before the Public Service 11 

Commission (“Commission”).  From 1994 to 2000 I was employed as an auditor with the 12 

Missouri Department of Revenue.  I was employed as an Accounting Specialist with the 13 

Office of the State Court Administrator until 2013.  In 2013, I accepted a position as the Court 14 

Administrator for the 19th Judicial Circuit until April 2016 when I joined the OPC as a Public 15 

Utility Accountant III.  I have also prepared income tax returns, at a local accounting firm, for 16 

individuals and small business from 2014 through 2017. 17 
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Q. Are you a Certified Public Accountant (“CPA”) licensed in the State of Missouri? 1 

A. Yes.  As a CPA, I am required to continue my professional training by attending Missouri 2 

State Board of Accountancy qualified educational seminars and classes.  The State Board of 3 

Accountancy requires that I spend a minimum of 40 hours a year in training that continues 4 

my education in the field of accountancy.  I am also a member of the Institute of Internal 5 

Auditors (“IIA”) which provides its members with seminars literature that assist CPAs with 6 

their annual educational requirements.  7 

Q. Have you previously filed testimony before the Missouri Public Service Commission? 8 

A. Yes, I have.  A listing of my case filings is attached as JSR-R-1. 9 

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony? 10 

A. Ms. Charlotte T. Emery filed supplemental direct testimony in this case attempting to explain 11 

why a year-end decommissioning inventory adjustment for unburnable coal should be 12 

included in the fuel adjustment clause (FAC) as a legitimate fuel cost for the production of 13 

steam used to generate electric power in December 2019 at the Asbury power plant.  I will 14 

explain how Ms. Emery is incorrect and demonstrate why the $1,925,886 adjustment should 15 

not be allowed to flow through the FAC for reasons that are self-evident from Ms. Emery’s 16 

own testimony.   17 

Q. What is OPC’s basic argument for excluding this adjustment from the FAC?   18 

A. The $1,925,886 adjustment at issue in this case represents the dollar amount of unburnable 19 

coal currently located at the Asbury generating facility that was originally booked by Empire 20 

to FERC USOA account 151. Empire improperly moved the cost of this unburnable coal to 21 

FERC USOA account 501 and is now seeking recovery of this cost through its FAC. This 22 

movement between accounts is only supposed to occur when the coal in question is used as a 23 

fuel source for the generation of steam needed to produce electric power. However, this coal 24 
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was not used as a source of fuel that was burned to power the Asbury plant. Instead, this coal 1 

is still sitting in the exact same spot where the Asbury coal inventory was previously located.  2 

 Because the $1,925,886 represents coal that was never burned, no adjustment should have 3 

been made to move this cost from account 151 to account 501. Further, because the amount 4 

is not properly reflected in account 501, the adjustment does not fall within the listed category 5 

of costs that may be considered when calculating the FAC and therefore is not allowed 6 

through the FAC.  Finally, it is important to understand that the rates just set in Empire’s last 7 

rate case effectively treated this coal as though it was not going to be burned and thus allowed 8 

the Company to continue collecting a return on it. Attempting to make an adjustment now to 9 

run this coal through the FAC as if it had been burned would consequently be a double use of 10 

the asset in the revenue requirement calculations. 11 

Q. Would you provide a description of this coal? 12 

A. Yes.  The coal in question is part of the original coal pile that was off-loaded onsite at Asbury 13 

when Asbury was first being made ready to produce energy.  When coal first arrives onsite at 14 

a new plant, it is usually dumped on a base of clay and\or rock and spread out.  These initial 15 

deliveries, which will be immediately contaminated by the clay/rock, will form the base where 16 

all future coal shipments will be unloaded.   Over time, the weight of added coal and the use 17 

of machinery will compact this base even more into the rock and clay on which it sits.  As a 18 

result, the bottom most part of the coal pile will slowly become overly contaminated and 19 

ultimately unusable as a fuel source.  It is this bottom layer of coal, rock, and clay that we are 20 

concerned with.  Empire refers to this as the “unrecoverable” coal, but I will refer to it as the 21 

“unburnable” coal.  In either case, we are referring to the same thing: coal that has become so 22 

contaminated that it is no longer viable for combustion. Schedule JSR-R-2 provides a 23 

Company response to data request 8001 which verifies that the coal in question was not and 24 

could not be burned.  This unburnable coal might as well be considered a slab of concrete 25 

because it can never be economically used as fuel.       26 
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Q. In what FERC account would this unburnable coal first be recorded? 1 

A. When it was first purchased, this coal would still have theoretically been fuel, so the entry 2 

would record the cost in account 151 Fuel stock, which the FERC Uniform System of 3 

Accounts (“USOA”) designates “shall include the book cost of fuel on hand.”   4 

Q. Under what circumstances is the cost of fuel to be moved out of account 151 and placed 5 

into account 501? 6 

A. Account 501 is meant to include “the cost of fuel used in the production of steam for the 7 

generation of electricity.” The USOA description of account 501, sub part B states as follows: 8 

 The cost of fuel shall be charged initially to account 151, Fuel Stock (for 9 

Nonmajor utilities, appropriate fuel accounts carried under account 154, Plant 10 

Materials and Operating Supplies) and cleared to this account on the basis of 11 

the fuel used. Fuel handling expenses may be charged to this account as 12 

incurred or charged initially to account 152, Fuel Stock Expenses 13 

Undistributed (for Nonmajor utilities, an appropriate subaccount of account 14 

154, Plant Materials and Operating Supplies). In the latter event, they shall be 15 

cleared to this account on the basis of the fuel used. Respective amounts of 16 

fuel stock and fuel stock expenses shall be readily available. 17 

 Based on the plain language of this description, fuel should only be moved (or cleared) from 18 

account 151 to account 501 when it is burned to produce steam for the generation of 19 

electricity.  20 

Q. Does the $1,925,886 adjustment made by Empire meet this criterion? 21 

A. No. As the name suggests, this unburnable coal cannot be economically burned in the Asbury 22 

boilers to produce steam for the generation of electricity. Therefore, this coal is not – and 23 

never will be – burned as fuel. Because the coal will never be burned as fuel, it will never be 24 
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used in the production of steam for the generation of electricity and should never be recorded 1 

to account 501.   2 

Q. Is there anything in Ms. Emery’s testimony that supports your argument for why the 3 

Asbury coal inventory adjustment should not be recovered through the FAC?    4 

A. Yes.  Ms. Emery answers the question “Is the Asbury coal adjustment related to actual energy 5 

costs?” (emphasis added) with a yes and then explains “The coal inventory adjustment of 6 

$1,925,886 is comprised of commodity and freight costs related to the unrecoverable coal at 7 

the bottom of the Asbury plant’s coal pile.” (emphasis added).  However, this answer is 8 

inherently contradictory. If the coal is truly unrecoverable, as Empire says, then it is therefore 9 

not an actual energy cost because it cannot be used to produce energy.     10 

Q. Ms. Emery refers to this coal inventory adjustment as a commodity cost, do you agree 11 

with that assessment? 12 

A. No. The coal we are referring to in this case is no longer a commodity.  It is true that it may 13 

have been considered a commodity when it was first procured and was therefore originally 14 

included in account 151 Fuel stock, but its characteristics have changed.  Right now, this coal 15 

is nothing more than an improvised floor, effectively no different than if Empire had built a 16 

concrete slab to support its coal pile.  As the Company’s own documents show, this coal 17 

certainly would not burn any better than concrete because of all the gravel and dirt ground 18 

into it.  19 

 If it was an actual slab of concrete that had been “at the bottom of the Asbury plant coal pile” 20 

the Commission should have no problem rejecting the idea of making this adjustment.  After 21 

all, trying to include concrete in the FAC as a burnable fuel would be a tough sell.  Why then 22 

should the Commission consider this coal, which after sitting 50 years at the bottom of the 23 

Asbury coal pile might as well be concrete, any differently? . 24 
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 After 50 years of providing a return on its initial cost, this slab’s use has come to its end.  The 1 

Asbury plant used all of its burnable coal by December 12, 2019 and all that was left was the 2 

unburnable floor.  In that light, the December 31, 2019 year-end fuel inventory adjustments 3 

for the Asbury plant takes on a unique finality.  The Company is closing the books on the final 4 

inventory of the plant, an inventory that will never be burned in a boiler.  This adjustment is 5 

therefore not the normal annual recalculation of the inventory balance that Empire would have 6 

the Commission believe, but rather, is a type of adjustment that is only performed once in a 7 

coal plant’s life.  In other words, this is a decommissioning cost designed to bring the account 8 

151 associated to Asbury down to zero.  Such a decommissioning cost may be ultimately 9 

recoverable by the Company, but it is most certainly not recoverable through the FAC.  10 

Q. You previously mentioned how permitting this adjustment would be a double use of the 11 

asset in the revenue requirement calculations, can you please elaborate on that. 12 

A. Account 151 Fuel is an asset account that is included as rate base.  Rate base is provided a 13 

Rate of Return (ROR).  The unburnable coal we are discussing will thus effectively be 14 

afforded an ROR for the life of the plant because it will not be eliminated from the 151 account 15 

until the plant is retired.  This has already been reflected in Empire’s last rate case that included 16 

sixty (60) days’ worth of coal inventory at the Asbury plant despite the plant having ceased 17 

to function at the time the order was issued.  However, now the Company is trying to treat 18 

that inventory as if it was burned (even though it was not burned) by transferring it from 19 

account 151 to account 501. This means that the Company is effectively asking that the same 20 

amount of coal be treated as burned and unburned at the same time.  21 

 Empire is already collecting an ROR on its Asbury coal inventory, to compensate for the cost 22 

of maintaining that inventory, as part of the rates that were just set in its last general rate case. 23 

The Company is now simultaneously seeking to reduce that coal inventory to zero through 24 

the use of this adjustment and charge customers for the coal it never burned and which 25 

customers are already paying – and will continue to pay – an ROR on until Empire’s next 26 
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rate case. This kind of double use of an asset (treating the coal as both burned and unburned 1 

simultaneously) should not be permitted by the Commission. 2 

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony? 3 

A. Yes it does.  4 

 5 

 6 

  7 
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ST LOUIS COUNTY WATER COMPANY  CASE NO. WR-88-5 
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ilities (Midstates Natural Gas) Corp. 
The Empire District Electric Company 

A Liberty Utilities Company 
Case No. ER-2020-0311 

OPC Data Request – 8001 

Data Request Received:  04/14/20 Date of Response:  4/29/20 
Request No. 8001 Respondent:  Peter Thompson 

Submitted by:  Lena Mantle. 

REQUEST: 

Empire’s Electric Net Fuel & Purchased Power report for December 2019 provided in submission BFMR-
2020-0367 states the following: 

Asbury was derated due to fuel quality issues prior to consuming all of its recoverable coal inventory on 
December 12th at which point it did not operate for the remainder of the month. As a result, the unit 
produced only 5,386 MWh (approximately 95.0% less than budget since it was budgeted to operate 
normally all month). Asbury yielded over $2.2 million in unfavorable market margin largely due to 
increased costs due to its limited operation and coal inventory adjustments that increased its costs by 
over $1.9 million. 

Please provide the following information: 

A. A detailed explanation of the increased cost due to Asbury’s limited operation along with all general
ledger entries for these increased costs.

B. A detailed explanation of the coal inventory adjustments with all general ledger entries for this
adjustment.

RESPONSE: 

A. The increased cost as reported in the Net Fuel & Purchased Power report for December 2019 is
primarily attributable to a coal inventory adjustment ($) and a limited amount of generation
(MWh).  Refer to the attachment labeled:  “DR 8001.A Asbury Costs.xlsx”.

B. Per David Eaton, the Asbury Plant Manager and a professional engineer, there was no recoverable
or usable coal at the Asbury Plant as of 12/31/19.  Therefore, Accounting adjusted the inventory
balances for both blend and PRB coal to zero with 12/31/19 general ledger entry BURNEXP19.
Please see DR 8001.B Inventory Adjustments Entry and Support.pdf.
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CURGEN FUEL EXP & PP

Journal ID Account Amount Line Descr Status Period Product Dept Year

BURNEXP19 501042 271,924.87      Coal Burn Expense P 12 FS 110 2019 Coal burn

BURNEXP19 501042 544.49             Oil Burn Hndling - 60% P 12 FS 110 2019 Portion of oil burn related to coal handling

BURNEXP19 501042 1,925,886.33   Coal Burn Expense - Adj P 12 FS 110 2019 Write-off of coal inventory due to no usable coal left at plant

UNDIST19B 501042 203.09             Undistributed Coal Burn Exp P 12 FS 110 2019 Entry moves miscellaneous charges to coal expense.

UNDIST19C 501042 209.02             Undistributed Coal Burn Exp P 12 FS 110 2019 Entry moves miscellaneous charges to coal expense.

UNDIST19 501042 175,094.13      Undistributed Coal Burn Exp P 12 FS 110 2019 Entry moves miscellaneous charges to coal expense.

501042 Total 2,373,861.93   

BURNEXP19 501045 20,084.86        Oil Burn Exp P 12 FS 110 2019 Oil burn

501045 Total 20,084.86        

ALO1200001 501601 420.16             PAYROLL ACCRUAL ALLOC P 12 PA 150 2019 "Other" costs of coal payroll accrual

APA0056436 501601 300.00             AP Accruals P 12 FE 150 2019 "Other" costs of coal AP accrual

ALO1100001 501601 (310.55)           PAYROLL ACCRUAL ALLOC P 12 PA 150 2019 "Other" costs of coal payroll accrual

PAY0056606 501601 865.15             P 12 PRS 150 2019 "Other" costs of coal payroll accrual

PAY0056515 501601 442.02             P 12 PRS 150 2019 "Other" costs of coal payroll accrual

501601 Total 1,716.78          

Grand Total 2,395,663.57   

Asbury Resource Cost per FPP 2,395,664.00   

Variance Due to Rounding on FPP (0.43)               
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PeopleSoft Financials Page: 1 of 1

Journal Entry Detail Report Run Date:   4/17/20

Run Time: 4:06:07 PM

Header Unit: GL001 Ledger Group: ACTUALS Total Debits: 2218803.55

Journal ID: BURNEXP19 Source: ONL Total Credits: 2218803.55

Journal Date: 12/31/19 Reversal: None Journal Lines: 9

Header 
Description:

Coal and Oil Burn Exp for December
2019 Reversal Date:

Private and Confidential

Unit: GL001 Ledger: ACTUALS

Account Dept Product
Journal Line 
Description

Journal Line
Ref

Monetary 
Amount

Statistical 
Amount

3 501042 110 FS
Coal Burn Expense ----- 271,924.87 

4 501045 110 FS
Oil Burn Exp ----- 20,084.86 

7 502093 110 FS
Oil Burn Hndling - 40% ----- 363.00 

8 501042 110 FS
Oil Burn Hndling - 60% ----- 544.49 

9 151100 110 FS
Coal Inventory ----- -271,924.87 

10 151200 110 FS
Distillate Oil ----- -20,084.86 

11 151200 110 FS Oil Inventory Handling 
Asbury ----- -907.49 

12 501042 110 FS Coal Burn Expense - 
Adj ----- 1,925,886.33 

13 151100 110 FS
Coal Inventory - Adj ----- -1,925,886.33 
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